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Abstract 
Valuations - morphisms from (Z*, . , I) to ((O,co), . l) - are a simple generalization of Bernoulli 
morphisms (distributions, measures) as introduced by Berstel and Perrin (1988), Berstel and 
Reutenauer (1988), Blanchard and Hansel (1984), Eilenberg (1974) and Hansel and Perrin (1983, 
1989). This paper shows that valuations are useful not only within the theory of codes, but also 
when dealing with ambiguity, especially in context-free grammars, or for defining outer 
measures on the space of w-words which are of some importance to the theory of fractals. These 
connections yield new formulae to determine the Hausdorff dimension of fractal sets (especially 
in Euclidean spaces) defined via formal languages. The class of fractals describable with 
context-free languages strictly includes that of MRFS fractals introduced by Culik and Dube 
(1990) and Mauldin and Williams (1988). 
Some of the results of this paper also appear as part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis and other 
works (Fernau, 1992a,b, 1993). 
But even the very hairs of your head are all numbered. 
Fear not therefore: 
ye are of more value than many sparrows. 
Luke 12:7 
1. Introduction and motivation 
Bernoulli morphisms (distributions, measures) - morphisms fi from (C*, . , A) to 
((O,co);, 1) with the property CZ,r/3(a)= 1 - have been studied quite extensively in 
[9,10,11,28,41,42].’ They turned out to be a useful tool in the theory of codes [9]. 
Besides being morphisms, Bernoulli morphisms can be viewed as (probability) 
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‘As regards our notations, we refer the reader to the Appendix. 
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measures on 2Z’ when defining LwCweL /J(w) allowing the application of measure- 
theoretic arguments in formal language theory. Instead of discarding the morphism 
property and maintaining the probability measure property as done by Hansel and 
Perrin, we shall proceed the other way round in this paper, keeping the morphism 
property of /I but discarding the property Caer /I(a)= 1. We call such morphisms 
valuations. 
First, we investigate basic properties of valuations, exploiting mainly their mor- 
phism and measure properties. The following section serves to study which of the 
well-known propositions on Bernoulli morphisms still hold in our more general 
setting and in which way those propositions can be generalized. 
Next, we turn to the question how to compute the valuation of a language L. In this 
connection, the consideration of unambiguous operations and unambiguous gram- 
mars G is very useful, since it permits us to compute the valuation of L(G) without 
determining L(G) before in some circumstances. This question has not been con- 
sidered explicitly for Bernoulli morphisms yet. Therefore, our results contribute to this 
older theory, too. Since we mainly considered valuations of regular languages in our 
Ph.D. the results on unambiguous context-free grammars generalize the results of 
[36] considerably.’ The techniques used in that section are mainly algebraic applying 
widely formal power series. 
Finally, we treat issues from fractal geometry applying our language-theoretic 
results, which itself may be surprising to some readers. 
Fractal geometry - initiated by the famous works of B. Mandelbrot - is now 
a well-developed and spreading branch of mathematics. There are many textbooks on 
this topic available now e.g. [26,29,55-J. Especially interesting is the theory of iterated 
function systems (IFS) [3,47], since they yield very concise descriptions of seemingly 
complex images. IFS fractals are just the fixed “points” AF kept fixed under the map 
AHF(l)(A) u =.. uF(n)(A) given by the system of n functions F(l), . . . , F(n). Applica- 
tions of IFS are studied not only in computer graphics [S], but also in image 
compression [6], medical imaging, etc. Some authors generalized the notion of IFS by 
allowing an infinite number of functions F(l), F(2), . . . defining a closed set as the fixed 
point of the operator AHCI UneN F(n)(A) [l, 2,36,76]. This approach may not sound 
very promising from a computational point of view, but it is tenable when introducing 
formal languages in order to describe infinite IFS (IIFS). 
This is the link between formal language theory and fractal geometry on which we 
elaborate in this paper. More results on this topic are contained in [30-36,731. 
Another approach, called MRFS by Culik, can be found in [4,8,17-20,22, 
53,58,64,72] - mostly under different names - where basically images of closed 
regular o-languages are used to describe fractals. Relations between both ideas are 
sketched in the last section of this paper. 
‘Note that Kuich in [SO] also considered only unambiguous context-free grammars when treating structure 
generating functions and entropies. Some relations of valuations with entropies are considered below. 
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There are other syntactic descriptions of pictures treated in the literature, the most 
prominent being L-systems [23,24,65,66]. There are close interrelations with MRFS 
as exposed in [7,21,62,63]. Other approaches directly work with pictures like 
hyperedge replacement [39], collage grammars [40], and chain code picture 
languages [75]. 
One of the problems encountered in fractal geometry is the computation of the 
Hausdorff dimension (sometimes called fractal dimension, but this term is overloaded 
by different but related notions [29]) of a given fractal set. This computation is 
important both from a theoretical and from a practical standpoint, e.g. one is dealing 
with the assessment of fractal dimension when determining the roughness of textures 
[61]. While being difficult in general, this computation problem is surprisingly easy 
e.g. for IFS satisfying Moran’s condition. Similar conditions can be given to compute 
the Hausdorff dimension of IIFS fractals. The basic task is to solve the equation 
@(.$A 1, where @ denotes the similarity sum of the (1)IFS defined as the sum over the 
similarity ratios, risen to the power of s, of all functions of the (1)IFS. When dealing 
with language-defined (I)IFS, the similarity sum is just a special valuation of the 
language defining the (1)IFS. This is the link to the theory of valuations, and especially 
the methods for calculating them, developed earlier in the paper. We conclude the 
main section with a detailed example showing the usefulness of our approach. 
2. Definitions and basic properties 
In this paper, C,= { 1, . . . , n}, N = { 1,2,3, . . . }, C and their primed versions denote 
finite, countable, or at most countable alphabets, respectively.3 C* denotes the set of 
words over C which forms a monoid with respect o the catenation of words, and Iwl 
denotes the length of a word w. By C”, we mean the set of one-sided infinite words 
over Z. The mth letter in a word or an w-word WE.Y”UC* is denoted by w(m) 
interpreting (o-)words as partial mappings from N to C. If WEC~UC*, Pr(w) denotes 
the set of finite prefixes of w, i.e. Pr(w)= {WC* ~(3x~C”uC*)(w = ox)>. Correspond- 
ingly, for (o-)languages L we define Pr(L) = UweL Pr(w). We call a language L prefix- 
free if &,sL(Pr(w)\(w})nL=O. 
For (o-)words w and characters a, we define a “left catenation operator” 
0; ‘(w) = aw which can be viewed as a right inverse of the shift operator a(aw) = w (for 
any character a). A different but related concept is the idea of formal inverses of w&5* 
denoted by w- ’ with the property ww- ’ = w -‘w=A. In monoid structures, w-lu is 
undefined if w is not a prefix of u. (Sometimes we will also consider the free group 
C,” generated by C,.) As an extension to languages, we write L- ’ = {w-l 1 WE L). We 
extend g’- ’ recursively to words by a,’ = o; ’ 0 o; ‘. We apply the operator to (o-) 
languages by letting a;‘(L)= (0; ‘(w) 1 WEL}.’ Similarly, o(L)= {a(w) I WEL}. 
3The meaning of the different symbols used in the paper is summarized in the Appendix. 
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Table 1 
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Monotonicity 
(c-) additivity 
(u-) subadditivity 
Continuity 
Subtractivity 
Multiplication law 
Power law 
Star laws 
Commutativity 
(VK,Lsz*)(KSL =+ B(K)<B(L)<B(z*)). 
Let { Li 1 &Z’} be an at most countable set of pairwise disjoint languages 
Li over Z. Then /?(lJi.z, Li)=~i,r,/?(Li). 
Let {Li 1 iE,?I’} be an at most countable set of languages Li over X. Then 
B(Ui.r,Li)~~*~h’B(Li). 
Let (LJ be an increasing chain of languages Li over Z. Then p(UiGN Li) 
=limi,, B(&). 
(VK,LsZ*)((/?(K)<co A KzL)=-/?(L\K)=j?(L)-/l(K)). 
(VK, Lsz*)(B(KQ<B(K)B(U). 
(Vfl~~)(VL~~:*)(P(L”)~(P(L))“). 
(The first law easily implies the second one.) 
(1) (~~E~*)(B(~*)=B(u.m,o~“)~~~~~B(~’)~c~~=o(B(~)r); 
(2) (vLEx*)(B(L)<t ~B(L*)~lMl-B(L))<co). 
The following diagram commutes (for any aeZ); 
The basic notion we are dealing with in this paper is that of a valuation.4 We shall 
call any monoid morphism /I from (C*, . , 2) to ((O,oo), . 1) a valuation. Any valuation 
can be extended to languages Ls C* defining B(L) =CwsL /I(w).~ We shall call a valu- 
ation p with B(C)= 1 a Bernoulli valuation. A valuation /I with p(C)< 1 will be called 
bounded. On the other hand, a valuation fulfilling j?(C)> 1 will be called unbounded. 
A valuation /? with /?(a)~(0, 1) for all UEZ will be called contructiue. 
For any fixed real II> 0, B(w)= cllwl delivers a so-called constant valuation which is 
Bernoulli when the alphabet C= C, and c(= n -l. We use bold letters to denote 
constant valuations, especially 1 is the valuation defined by p(w)= 1. 
As usual, a measure space is given by a triple (X, %7, p), where X is some set, % E 2’ is 
some c-algebra and p is a measure on q, cf. [16]. Nearly by definition, we have the 
following remark. 
Remark 2.1. (Z*,2’*,/3) is a measure space. 
Other properties exploit that /I? is a morphism. For the sake of completeness, we list 
some of them in Table 1. 
One could ask when the inequalities in the above laws turn into equalities. This 
question can be partially answered using the notion of a code (see below). A similar 
approach is possible by considering unambiguous operations. We call a word 
4This notion should not be confused with the algebraic notion of a valuation of e.g. a field 
‘As usual, the empty sum delivers 0. Hence, p(@)=O. 
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WEKLEC* unambiguously decomposable if, for any wi, W;EK and w2, W;EL with 
w = wlwZ = w;w;, we have wr = w; and w2 = wi. We call the product KL unambiguous 
iff every word in KL is unambiguously decomposable. We call the union KuL 
unambiguous iff K and L are disjoint. 
Remark 2.2. Let K, LsC* and p be a valuation with j?(K), /?(L)<co. Then, 
l /?(KL)=/?(K)fi(L) iff the product KL is unambiguous. 
l #l(KuL)=/?(K)+b(L) iff the union KuL is unambiguous. 
3. Codes 
A language C 5 C* is called code if (for all m, nE N), for all (ur, . . . , u&C” and for all 
(u i, . . . . u&C’“, the equality al... u,,,=ul... v, implies m = n and, for all iEC,, ui = Vi. 
Instead of this definition, we shall make use of the following equivalent formulation. 
Code criterion. A language CsZ* is a code iff, for all n~lV and for all (or,. .., u&C” 
and for all (ur, . . . . U&C”, the equality ui.,. u.=ur... u, implies, for all ~EC,, Ui=Di. 
Theorem 3.1 (Code laws). (1) Zf KS Ck and Ls C’ (where Cs C* is a code), then 
B(KL) = P(LK) = B(K)B(L). 
(2) Ifj?(C)<q then C is a code ifSP(C”)=(P(C))“for all ncN. 
(3) If/?(C)< 1, then /?(C*)= l/(1 -/I(C) ifsC is a code. 
(4) 1fC is a code, then /?(C*)<~I if/?(C)< 1. 
Proof. The basic idea of the following proofs is that code conditions avoid counting 
words twice. 
(1) Any word WEKL~ Ck+’ can be splitted uniquely into w= wr... Wkfr, WiEC such 
that wl... WkEK and &+I... w~EL. Hence, 
P(W=P({4u6 u4)= c BW=B(K)P(L). 
usK, VSL 
(2) By induction, we obtain from the first part that /I(C”)=/?(C”-lC)= 
B(C”- ‘)/I(C) = (/I(C))” provided C is a code. Now, assume that C is not a code. By the 
code criterion, we find an n and a UEC” having two distinct factorizations with 
n words from C. Hence, (p(C))” 2 /?(C”) + /I(u) > /?(C”) contradicting our assumption. 
(3) If C is a code, then the sets C” are mutually disjoint. By the a-additivity of 
measures, we get B(U.EN,C”)=CnsN,P(C”)=CnsN,(S(C))”= l/(1 -B(C)). If, on the 
other hand, these equations hold, then we have especially /?(C”)=(B(C))” for all nEN, 
hence, C is a code. 
(4) Since C is a code, /I(C*)=p(u,“,, Cn)=C.m_oB(C”)=C.m=o(P(C))” by o-additiv- 
ity and the second code law. In the case /?(C)=co, /?(C*)=C~=e(p(C))n=~ trivially 
holds. Obviously, the geometric series (C,“=e P(C)“),,, converges iff /I(C)< 1. 0 
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One should note that the reversal of the above condition for the multiplication law 
(1) is not true, as trivial examples how e.g. when the sets of symbols occurring in K or 
L are disjoint or K or L is a singleton set. A necessary and sufficient condition is 
contained in Remark 2.2. Analogous to our previous definitions, we call a power or 
a star operation (C” with n 2 2 or C*) unambiguous iff C is a code. 
The following theorem is an analogue to [9, Theorem 1.4.21 and [lo, Lemma 
VIII.2.4.].6 Hence, we omit the proof. 
Theorem 3.2. Let CsC* be a code and /? a bounded valuation. Then b(C)< 1. 
In the preceding theorem, the boundedness condition is not necessary, as example 
C={a”b”In~N} h s ows, since B(C)=C,,c B(w)=CnEN B(a”b”)=C.EN (P(a)B(b))“, and 
fl(a)P(b),<$ implies /I(C),< 1, but /?(a)> 1 is of course feasible. 
A code C s C* is called maximal if, for any w EF \ C, Cu{ w} is not a code. Since 
subsets of codes are codes again and, on the other hand, any code is contained in some 
maximal code (this can be shown using Zorn’s lemma), it is important to investigate 
maximal codes. 
Theorem 3.3. Let CsC* be a code and /I a bounded valuation. Zf B(C)= 1, then C is 
maximal. 
Proof. Assume that C is not maximal. We find a w$C such that C’= Cu(w} is a code. 
The last theorem implies B(C’)< 1. On the other hand, JI(C’)=/I(C)+/?(w)> 1. 0 
A word WEC* is called completable in L 5 C* if there exist p, SEC* such that psw~ L. 
A language LsC* is called dense if any word WEC* is completable in L. A language 
which is not dense is called thin. LsC* is thin iff there exists some WEE* such that 
C*{ w}C* n L is empty. A language L E C* is called complete if L* is dense. We know 
that any maximal code is complete (for a short proof, see [27, Theorem 11) and that 
any thin complete code is maximal [9, Theorem 5.1,5.7]. A huge number of thin codes 
can be derived from the fact that any regular code is thin [9, Proposition 5.121. 
Theorem 3.4. Let Ls C* be a thin language and j? a bounded valuation. Then we have 
B(L) -=cQ 
Proof. Let WE,X* be some word which is not completable in L. Let I= IwI and define, 
for k(0, . . . . l-l}, Li=(VGLjlVl= i mod l}. Obviously, Li 2 C ‘(Cl\ {w})*. Subtractivity 
of B and the power law imply 
%ome of the following results are also contained in [42]. 
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Additivity, monotonicity, multiplication and star law induce 
We quote Proposition 1.5.4 from [9]. 
Lemma 35. Let L s C* be a thin and complete language. Let w be a word incompletable 
in L. Then C* =S- ‘LIP- ‘, where P and S denote the sets ofprejixes and sujixes of w, 
respectively, 
Analogous to Proposition 1.5.5 from [9], we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. Let L be a thin complete language over Z, and let /? be an unbounded 
valuation. Then j?(L) 2 1. 
Proof. By the fourth code law, applied to C as a code, /I(C)> 1 implies fl(C*)= co. 
Using the notation of the above lemma and subadditivity, we conclude 
co =B(s-lL*P-l)~~~Es,psp fi(s-‘L*p-‘). Therefore, for some fixed PEP and ES, 
p(s- ’ L*p- ‘) must be infinite. Using the star law, monotonicity and the multiplication 
property of fi, we find 
which immediately implies /I(L) 2 1. 0 
There are properties other than thinness and completeness which can replace them 
in the above theorem. We call a language LsC* j-complete if there are languages 
Q, T, F E C* for which p is finite such that Z* = QL*TuF. The above Lemma 3.5 
implies that any thin and complete language is /I-complete for any valuation /I. 
Consider e.g. L={3}*{1,2}s;C:. L is P-complete for any valuation /I, as 
Z;={,I}L*(‘} 0 h n u s ows. Of course, L is thin as a regular code. 
As a special case, we note (cf. [lo, Lemmata VIII.2.1, VIII.2.31 for the case of finite 
alphabets): 
Remark 3.7. If L E Z* is a finite complete language, then there are finite languages 
Q, T, F c I+ such that C* = QL*Tu F; hence, L is #I-complete. 
From the defining equation C* =QL*TuF for P-completeness, we immediately 
obtain the inequality 
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This inequality implies e.g., that {A} is fi-completable iff B(Z) < 1. Similarly, we 
obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.8. Let LS C* be /?-complete. If /? is unbounded, then j?(L)> 1. 
This implies for Bernoulli valuations: 
Corollary 3.9. Let /? be a Bernoulli valuation and let L E C* be a P-complete code. Then 
/3(L)= 1. 
Example 3.10. Let /I(C,)= 1. Consider the prefixcode P= { 3’, 2’ 1 ieN,). P is /I-corn- 
plete for any Bernoulli valuation p, since P= {~}P*{~}*u~, and j(3)< 1. Hence, /3(P)= 1. 
Generalizing [lo, Theorem VIII.2.41, we obtain the next two results. 
Theorem 3.1.1. Zf CCC+ is a$nite code and /? is a bounded valuation, then B(C)= 1 
implies that C is P-complete. 
Proof. Let C be a finite code and /I be a bounded valuation such that p(C) = 1. Assume 
that C is not P-complete. By Remark 3.7, C is not complete. Hence, there is a word 
w such that C*nC*{w}C* =@. Applying Theorem 3.4, /?(C*)< co. By the fourth code 
law, B(C)< 1 contradicting our assumption. 0 
Theorem 3.12. Let LsC* be a language and j? an unbounded valuation such that L is 
/?-complete. Zf p(L)< 1, then L is a code. 
Proof. We show in the following that L” is P-complete for any n. By Theorem 3.8, 
j(L”)> 1, where, by the power law and the assumption, fl(L”)< 1. By the second code 
law, L is a code. 
Now, L is P-complete by assumption. This means that there are languages Q, T, F 
for which jI is finite with C* = QL*TuF. Fix some w N,. Obviously, L* = 
U?Z,j L’(L”)*. By the multiplication law, /?(Q,,) < cc with Q. = Q UyZd L’. The repres- 
entation C* =Q,(L”)*TuF shows that L” is /?-complete. E! 
4. Ambiguity and formal power series 
This section could also have a headline like “how to compute valuations of 
context-free’ languages”. The reader might have noticed that up to now we did not try 
‘In [36] (which is available as a book [37]) and other previous works, we emphasized regular languages 
instead. Therefore, the results dealing with context-free languages are the original contributions of this 
paper and are not contained in the author’s Ph.D. thesis. 
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to calculate real examples of valuations of languages. In many cases, such computa- 
tions are not trivial and require combinatorial arguments. In simple examples, this is 
not the case. 
Consider the context-free grammar G = ( {S}, {a, b}, {S -mSb, S -mb}, S) which gen- 
erates the language L(G) = (db” 1 ne N}. Let p : {a, b}* +(O,co) be some valuation. Then 
(see above), W(G)) =CneN (B(a)B(b))“. 
On the other hand, the readers familiar with formal power series might prefer the 
reading x = axb + ab. Now, it seems to be very tentative to interpret this equality in 
terms of numbers getting x = p(u)xj?(b) + /?(ub) which would imply x = /?(ab)/(l - /?(ab). 
This is just the solution we obtained in our calculation of the valuation of L(G) 
assuming appropriate summability conditions. 
As another example, consider G’ =( {A}, {a, b}, {S -+SbS, S +a}, S) generating 
L(G’) = { (ub)“u 1 PIE N}. Ob viously, P(UG))=C,,N (BW(b)Y’B(a). 
Considering now x = xj?(b)x + /?(a) = x2/3(b) + /?( a ), we have as solutions the zeroes of 
the polynomial 
1 B(a) 
XZ-B(h)x+m* 
Letting j?(a)=/?(b)=& we see that 
P(W))=&=& 
4 
where x2 -2x + 1 has as zeroes 1 and - 1. 
Observe that G’ is ambiguous [43, p. 281. 
In this section, we are going to investigate the circumstances under which it is 
possible to obtain the valuation of a language directly from the system defining the 
language. 
For convenience of the reader, we repeat some notions on formal power series 
[10,51,54,67]. 
By a semiring we mean a set R together with two binary operations + and * and two 
zero-ary operations (or constants) 0 and 1 such that 
l (R, +, 0) is a commutative monoid; 
l (R, . , 1) is a monoid; 
l the distribution laws u.(b+c)=u.b+u.c and (u+b).c=u+c+b.c hold, 
0 O~u=a~O=O. 
Let R be a (semi)ring with unit 1 and zero 0. Any mapping from C: into R is called 
a formal power series. The set of such series is denoted* by R((CX)). For a series 
SER((C,*)) and a word WEC:, the value of s on w is denoted by (s, w) and called the 
coefficient of w in s. A formal power series s with the property (s, A) = 0 is termed 
quasiregular. 
‘Some authors prefer to put the generator Xn instead of the generated monoid Z: inside the brackets 
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The operations of sum and (Cauchy) product of two series s, teR((C,*)) are defined 
as follows. 
(s+t,w)=(s,w)+(t,w), 
(st,w>= c <s,u) (t,u). 
w=Y” 
These operations turn the set R((C:> itself into a (semi)ring with unit ;1. 
For our purposes, the most important semirings are 
(l%, +;,O, l), 
(CO, a), +;,O, 1); 
5=({0,1}, v, A,O,I), 
lEt((C,*>> is semiring isomorphic to (2”:, u, n, 8, C*). 
semiring R is called positive if the map h : R +B with 
0 
h(a) = 
iff a=O, 
1 iff a#O, 
a semiring morphism. 
In general, for any word WEZ,*, we denote by w the so-called characteristic series of 
having (w, w) = 1 as its only nonvanishing coefficient. 
Furthermore, we define the Hadamard product 0 as follows: 
(s 0 t,w)=(s,w)~(t,w). 
A family (si)io, of series is called locally finite if, for each WEC,*, all but finitely many 
of the coefficients (sir w) are zero. In this case, the sum s =Cisl si is well-defined. 
For example, for any language L s Z,*, we may define its characteristic series L by 
L=CweL. -. w Especially, @ is the zero in (R(<C,*)), +, . , @ A). 
If (R, +, . , 0,l) is a semiring, then the set of formal power series over the alphabet C, 
forms another semiring taking + as addition and 0 as multiplication. Its unit element 
is the series C.*. 
On the other hand, the support supp of a formal power series SER((C,*)) is defined 
by supp(s)= (wEZ,* 1 (s, w) #O}. H ence, supp(L) = L, but the converse supp(s)= s does 
not necessarily hold. A polynomial is a formal power series having finite support. The 
set of polynomials is denoted by R(C:). 
The power of a series s is defined recursively by so = 4 and si+ ’ =s?. If (s, 1) 
vanishes, (si)isN,, is locally finite. s* =CisNO si is called the star of s. 
We quote [54, Proposition 1.4.21 (or [lo, Section VIII.1.21): 
Lemma 4.1. Let K, L 2 Ct. We take as the basic semiring R = (No, +, . ,O, 1). 
l Let M=KuL. Then &i=K ifs the union KuL is unambiguous. 
l Let M = KL. Then &l= KL if the product KL is unambiguous. -- 
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l Let N 5 Z;,’ and M = N*. Then, hj = N* iff N is a code (ifs the star N* is unambigu- 
ous). 
One should notice that analogous propositions have been derived in Remark 2.2 
replacing the formal power series conditions by conditions involving valuations. This 
is not a pure coincidence. 
Any valuation p : Z,* +(O, co) can be viewed as a formal power series, where R is the 
field of real numbers (or more precisely the semiring of nonnegative real numbers). On 
the other hand, we can relate any word w with the series wg having (wp, w) = j?(w) as its 
only nonvanishing value. To any language L, there corresponds a valuation series 
LiJ=CwsL wB 0 L over the semiring R = ([0, oo), + , . , 0,l). 
Now, we can easily observe the following, which is in fact a generalization of the 
above lemma, if we consider the valuation 1, i.e. L1 =L. 
Lemma 4.2. Let K, L& C:. Let /3:C.* + (0, co) be some valuation. 
l Let M = KuL. Then M,= K, + L, iff the union KvL is unambiguous. 
o Let M = KL. Then MD= K, L, ifs the product KL is unambiguous. 
l Let NS C,’ and M = N*. Then, M,= [NJ* if N is a code. 
More precisely, we have the following formulae: 
l sO(KUL)~=K~+L~ 
l s 0 (KL)I,= K,L, 
l s 0 [N*ls=[Ns]* 
where (s, w) tells the number of “respresentations” of w in KuL or KL or N*, 
respectively. 
Proof. Consider 
s~(KuL)~= c (s,w>jI(w)w= c &v)w+ c P(w)w=KP+Lp 
WEKUL WEK WSL 
which implies (s,w)=2*1 if wcKr\L, and (s,w)=l if WEK\LUL\K (the other 
values of s are arbitrary; we set them to zero merely for clarity). 
Similarly, 
Hence, (~,w)=~~,=,l=card{(u,v)~Kx L~uv=w}~l for WEKL. Again, the other 
values of s are in principle arbitrary. 
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Finally, 
s 0 l3*1,= c <s, w>mw 
wsN* 
Again, <w>=C!!Jc. , ._.. uieN,u ,... u,=w 1 tells the number of possible decompositions 
of w over N. 0 
A similar formula can be obtained trivially for the Hadamard product: 
0 PQ(KnL&=I$Q L,. 
We now turn to ambiguity in grammars or algebraic systems. We first summarize 
sum notions and results from [67, Ch. 41. Let X = {x1, .. . , xm} be an alphabet disjoint 
from C,*. An algebraic system with respect o the semiring R and the monoid C,* (or 
R-algebraic system for short) is a set of equations of the form xi = pi, i = 1, . . . , m, where 
pin R( (C,UX)*). Such an algebraic system is termed proper iff, for each i, j, (pi, A) = 0 
and (pi, xj) =O. For each proper algebraic system, there exists exactly one solution 
s=(sr, . ..) s&(R((C,*>>)” (i.e. if we replace any occurrence of a variable Xj in pi by sj, 
we obtain si again) where each component si is quasiregular. A quasiregular series in 
R((C,*)) is termed R-algebraic iff it is a component of a solution of a proper algebraic 
system. 
An algebraic system xi=pi is in the quadratic form or Chomsky normal form iff 
supp(pi) c C,uXX. Any R-algebraic series equals the first component in the solution 
for some R-algebraic system in Chomsky normal form (Chomsky normal form 
theorem). 
If the quasiregular series SEN,((C,*>> is the first component of the solution of 
a proper algebraic system xi=pi, then supp(s) equals the language generated by the 
context-free grammar G, =(X, C,,{ x +w 1 w~supp(pJ},xJ. On the other hand, to any i 
A-free context-free grammar G = (X = (xi, . . . , x,,,}, C,, P, x1) not containing (without 
loss of generality) a production of the form Xi ~xjr there corresponds an &-algebraic 
series sG being the first component of the solution of the proper algebraic system 
xi=pi with pi={wE(XuC,)* Ixi+w~P} such that L(G)=~upp(sJ. Here, a language 
L is I-free context-free iff it is the support of a No-algebraic series. If G is in Chomsky 
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normal form, then the corresponding R&algebraic system is so, too. Moreover, (sc, w) 
tells the degree of ambiguity (i.e. the number of different left derivations) of w in G. 
Therefore, L is an unambiguous A-free context-free language iff L is IV,-algebraic. 
We want to generalize this last statement of valuation series. We need the following 
lemma.g 
Lemma 4.3. Let fl: C: +(O,OO) be u valuation. Let Xi=pi (i= 1, . . . . m,pi~ 
N,(((C,uX)*>> where X = {x1, .. ., x,} is the alphabet of variables disjoint from C,*) be 
an N,-algebraic system in Chomsky normal form. Let s=(sl, . . . , s,) be the solution, 
where each si is quasiregular. Then (fi 0 sl, . . . , p 0 s,) is the solution with quasiregular 
components of the [O,c+algebraic system Xi = p 0 pi. 
On the other hand, iftp=(f3 0 tI, . . . . b 0 t,) is the solution with quasiregular compo- 
nents of the [O,c+algebraic system Xi = B Q pi, then (tI, . . . , t,) = s. 
Proof. Since our original system xi =pi is in Chomsky normal form, it can be 
represented by 
Xi= C 4i,4a+ C y(i,X,,x,mb,lX,s 
(IEI” X,,X”EX 
with a(i,a), y(i,x,,,~,)EN~. Since si is a component of the solution s, we have 
Si= C 4,4a+ C y(kxl,,x,b,,s, 
IIEI, X,,X”.EX 
=.z 4,4a+ C y(i,x,,,x,) C 
n X,.X”.EX 
( c <%w,v+. 
woz: uu=w 
Therefore, 
BO%=a~ a(k4B(4a+ C y(i,xp,x,) C 
n X#,X”EX 
( c <SPY u> (s,3, u+ww 
wez: uv=w 
and 
BOPi=.z W,4P@)a+ C y(i,+xJ B(x,JJ X&. 
n Xjl.X.EX 
1 
Hence, (/I 0 sl, . . . . /3 0 s,) solves the system xi = fi 0 pi. By assumption si and, hence, 
fi 0 Si is quasiregular. 
gSince /k[O, co)((Zz)), j3 can also be viewed as a series from [0, 03)(((ZnuX)*)) with Z:nX=8 by defining 
/I(x)= 1 for XEX. 
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By interchanging the roles of s with tP and of /I and B, where B(w)= l/p(w), we can 
transfer the above proof for the second part of the lemma. Observe in this case 
BOPasi=si. 0 
Due to the Chomsky normal form theorem, the Chomsky normal form restriction 
of the above lemma is not a real one; altogether, we are only interested in formal 
power series or languages. 
Theorem 4.4. Let p: C: -(O,oo) be a valuation. Let LisZ: be generated by a context- 
free grammar Gi = ( {x1, . . . , x,}, C,, P, xi) in Chomsky normal form. Let xi =pi be the 
corresponding N,-algebraic system in Chomsky normal form. Then any Gi is unambigu- 
ous ifl((L&, . . . . (L&) is the solution of the [O,oo)-algebraic system xi=flo pi. 
Proof. Any Gi is unambiguous iff (0,. . . , 0) is the solution of the N,-algebraic 
system xi =pi. By the above lemma, this in turn is equivalent o ((L&, . . . , (L,),) being 
the solution of the [O,co)-algebraic system Xi=p 0 pi. 0 
Now, consider the evaluation of a formal power series s defined by 
$ : [O,co)<C:)) -[O,co], s~C,,,,~;(s, w). From the following observations we can 
derive (again) the mentioned results from the first sections. 
Let K, L 5 C,* and B : C,* -(O,co) be some valuation. 
. ~(Kg+LB)=~(KB)+~(LB), 
l VW&a)= 44JQWB). 
These properties are an easy corollary of the next theorem by observing $ = +i. In 
the following, we will consider [O,co] as a semiring that extends ([O,ao), + , . ,O, 1) by 
letting (cf. [Sl, Example 1.21) 
0 (VaE[O,Oo])(a+co=oo+a=c0), 
0 (VaE(O,oo])(a . 03 = co . a = co), 
0 o~c0=co~o=o. 
Theorem 4.5. Any valuation f3: C: -(O,oo) induces a semiring morphism 
vQ~: Co,~lG~ -CO+4 by Cwe& ~>+++-5,,r;~wMW 
Proof. Of course, I,@) is the zero element of [O,co], and $,&) is the unit element of 
[O,co]. For arbitrary formal power series s,tE[O,cO]((C,*)), we have to show 
&(s + t) = gbb(s) + &C/s(t) and &(s. t) = t,bD(s). tip(t). Since multiplication is the more in- 
volved case we only show that one here. Complications arise from the 0~) element 
leading to some case differentiation. 
(1) Let i+$(s)=O. Then, $~(s).+~(t)=O. On the other hand, from P(a)>0 for aeZ: 
and $P(s) = 0 we can deduce s = 8, hence 1+4~(s. t) = $s(@) = 0. (The case $s(t) = 0 is treated 
symmetrically.) 
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(2) Consider 1+4~(s)=co and t+$(t)#O. Then, IC/s(~)~$~(t)=co. By definition, 
~&r)=C,,z; (c,,=, (s, U) (t, v))p(w). Let EC,* with (t,x) #O. If we consider in the 
inner sum only those uv= w with v=x, we get 
*&.t)a c ( c (S?U)(GV) B(w) wez: uv=w,v=x ) 
= c (<s, u>(c x>M(w) 
W=UXeZ: 
=CO. 
(The case eP(s) #O and t+bF(t) = co is treated symmetrically.) 
(3) If Ii/s(s), $fl(t) < co, then we can apply the well-known summation formulae: 
u’e(s)-h(i)=( 1 <sMW>( 1 (I.W(w)) 
wez WEZ 
= Wz, 
.? 
“L/S, u>B(a))((r, u>B(v)) 
=.; ( c <sJ)<t&)B(w) : Y”=w 
=&j(s.t) 0 
Trivially, $P can be extended to a semiring morphism 
~~:wGm2>fax*~ -.4m~*>>4O~~)<~~1~ ...~XnJ*>. 
After these preliminaries, we turn back to the main theme of his section, namely 
ambiguity. 
Combining the above thoughts, we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.6. Let p: C,* +(O, 00) be same valuation. Let Xi=pi, ldi<m, 
PiENO((cn~{Xl~ ..-Y xm})*) be a system of equations in Chomsky normal form. Let 
s=(s1, . ..) sm), siEfNo((C,*>> be the uniquely determined proper solution tuple. Then, 
($&& . . . , tj&,)) is a solution of the system of equations xi = $s(pJ. 
Corollary 4.7. Let p: C,* +(O,oo) be some valuation. Let LisC,’ be generated by an 
unambiguous context-free grammar Gi =( {xl, . . . , x,,,}, C,, P, xi) in Chomsky normal 
form. Let Xi=pi be the corresponding &-algebraic system. Then, (fi(Li), . . ..fi(L.)) is 
a solution of the system of equations xi = $s(pi). 
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Proof. Since the grammars Gi are unambiguous, the uniquely determined solution of 
the system Xi = pi has the components i = &, and the system of equations Xi = /? 0 pi 
has as solution components (LJp= fi 0 &. By the algebraic properties just derived, 
the m-tuple with the components $l((Li)a)= +((LJb)= Il/s(si)=CweL, P(W)=/?(&) solves 
the system of equations Xi = $B(pi). 0 
It is now natural to ask whether and when we can obtain p(Li) without calculating 
Li before. In other words, when does the following diagram commute? 
Xi=pi 
solving 
B Li 
w-WwP I 
xi=cltf?(Pi) solving BCLi) 
Generally speaking, we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.8. Let /?: C: -+(O, 00) be some valuation. Let L be a A-free unambiguous 
context-free language. Let Xi = pi, i = 1, . . . , m, be an No-algebraic system of equations in 
Chomsky normalform with (pi, w)E(O, l> such that the series L is theBrst component of 
the uniquely determined solution s = (sl, . . . , s,) of the equation system xi=pi. We assume 
furthermore that, without loss of generality, any variable xi is reachable from x1 in some 
derivation. 
l Zf p(L) < 03 and ifthe corresponding system with valuation xi = $p(pJ has exactly one 
solution b=(bI, . . . . bm)EIO,a)m, then b,=$&,)=B(L). 
l If the corresponding system with valuation xi=+p(pi) has no solution in [O,CO)“, then 
P(L)= co. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.6, we know that (I&&~), . . . , $&,)) is a solution of the system 
xi= +pCsi)- 
Consider that case /3(L)=\I/B(sJ < 00. Since any variable Xi is reachable from x1 in 
some derivation, we have o, ’ (supp(xi)) E L for any i and some w depending on i; by 
monotonicity, +b(si) < CO for any i. Since there is exactly one solution b with bi < OZ, 
bi = $p(si). 
Even if Xi = IG;s(pi) has no solution b with bi < co for any i, it is still solvable by b with 
bi= ~/J&S& Now, there is one i with bi= co. By the reachability condition, this implies 
P(L)=IG/?(s1)=~. 0 
The question of solvability of polynomial equations encapsulated in the formula- 
tion of the preceding corollary is not a trivial one, indeed, this is the main topic of 
algebraic geometry. For practical purposes, it suffices to make explicit the assump- 
tions for linear grammars.” 
‘OAs we already mentioned before, the assumption that the grammars are in Chomsky normal form is only 
a technical one. 
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It should be mentioned that the concept of inherent ambiguity depends on the 
family of language generating mechanisms under consideration. As Blattner pointed 
out already in [12], {1”2”3’4jl n, i,j>, l}u{ 1’2j3”4” 1 i,j, tn2 l} is an unambiguous 
context-free grammar that can be generated by a linear grammar but cannot be 
generated by an unambiguous linear grammar. On the other hand, (1’2’3” 1i,j, ma 1, 
i =j or j = m} is a linear language which is inherently ambiguous with respect o all 
context-free grammars [14]. Hence, the linearity and the unambiguity condition of the 
following theorem are independent requirements. 
Theorem 4.9. Let fi : C,* +(O, co) be some valuation. Let L be a l-free unambiguous linear 
context-free language generated by the linear grammar G. Let xi =piY i= 1, . . . , m, be the 
corresponding No-algebraic system of equations with (pi, w)E{O, l> such that the series 
L is theJirst component of the uniquely determined solution s = (sl, . . . , s,) of the equation 
system xi =pi. We assume furthermore that, without loss of generality, any variable xi is 
reachable from x1 in some derivation. To the corresponding system with valuation 
xi= $b(pi), we can find a matrix representation x = Px + Q. 
l If B(L) < 00 and ifthe determinant of the matrix P-I (where I denotes the unit matrix) 
does not vanish, then x= Px + Q (or xi= t&(pi)) has exactly one solution 
b=(bI,... , b&[O,cO)” with bI =t,$(sl)=p(L). 
a If the vector Q is not contained in the vector space generated by the column vectors of 
the matrix P-I, then b(L)= co, and the determinant of the matrix P-I vanishes. 
We can also derive new criteria for the ambiguity of grammars from our previously 
obtained results. 
Theorem 4.10. Let G=(X,C,, P,x,) be a context-free grammar in Chomsky normal 
form such that form x1 any nonterminal xiEX\{xl} is reachable, inducing the No- 
algebraic system xi =pi with the solution s = (sl, . . . , s,). Let f3: Ct -+(O, 00) be a valuation 
such that /?(supp(s,))<co. Assume that the corresponding system with valuation 
xi=+s(pi) has exactly one solution b=(bl, . . . , b,) with bi = ~(sUpp(sJ) in (0, w)~. Then, 
G is unambiguous. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.6, ($&r), . . . . +&,)) is a solution of the system Xi= $p(pi)a 
Hence, by a purely numerical solution of the system Xi = Il/s(pi), we will get the same 
solution. Obviously, B(supp(sJ) = ~woS,,PP~Si~ P(W) =CweZ; B(w)(si, W> = tip(S3 implies 
si = Supp(si). Hence, G is unambiguous. 0 
For linear grammars, the condition “xi = $b(pi) has exactly one solution” may be 
rephrased using e.g. the determinant criterion from Theorem 4.9. 
Since the property “Is a given context-free/linear grammar unambiguous?” is 
undecidable [14, Ambiguity Theorem 21, it is worthwhile to look for syntactical 
restrictions leading to subfamilies of the family of unambiguous context-free 
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languages. A well-known restriction of this kind are deterministic ontext-free lan- 
guages [46]. We will come back to this issue later on. 
5. Applications to fractal geometry 
5.1. introduction to the theory of IFS and IIFS 
The results obtained so far have interesting applications to fractal geometry,” 
especially when trying to determine the Hausdorff dimension and the corresponding 
Hausdorff measure of language-defined fractals.” 
For the convenience of the reader, we summarize first some notions and results 
from fractal geometry important for our results. The reader might wish to consult 
[30,31,33,36] and the literature quoted therein. 
Let (X, p), X #0, be a complete metric space13 and 0 <r< 1 be a real number. 
A functionf: X+X is called a contraction iff, for all x, yeX, ~(f(x),f(y)) < r * p(x, y). By 
the contraction mapping theorem, a contraction f has a unique fixed point x/. 
Moreover, xf can be approached starting with any point xOeX by the sequence 
defined as x,+ r =f(x.) for n 20 i.e. limn-tm x,,= xf. A similitude is a contraction with 
the property vx, YEX ~(f(4, f(y)) = rf. 0, Y) .r/ is called the (similarity) ratio off: 
The set of all similitudes on a nonempty complete space (X,p) will be denoted by 
9(X, P). 
Important examples for complete metric spaces are closed subsets of the m-dimen- 
sional Euclidean space e.g. (Rm, pE) with pn(x, y) = ,,/m, and the collection 
x(X, p) of all nonempty compact sets of a metric space (X, p) together with the 
Hausdorff metric pn defined by p&4, B) = inf{r: A 2 B,(B), B S B,(A)} where B,(A) is 
the “Minkowski sausage” defined as B,(A)= {XEX I@aeA)(p(a, x) <I)}. Note that Pn 
is also a metric on the collection of all nonempty closed and bounded sets %2%7(X, p) of 
a given metric space (X, p). OCCaSiOnally, we Will use Pu as a general map taking tW0 
sets from a metric space and yielding a real number. If (X, p) is closed, then x(X, p) is 
a subspace of %?g(X, p). If (X, p) is compact, x(X, p)= %.%9(X, p). In Euclidean spaces, 
.x(X, PE) = wg(X, PE). 
We call a zero sequence in (0,l) a ratio sequence. 
An injinite iterated function system (on (X,p)), IIFS for short, is a mapping 
F : N +.9(X, p) such that the corresponding sequence of similarity ratios,14 denoted 
by RF: N -+(O, l), iHrF(i), forms a ratio sequence. 
“We will not define the term “fractal” here, but generally we simply refer to a closed set as a “fractal”, 
disregarding properties like self-similarity. 
“Regarding the calculation of Hausdorff measures, we refer to [.59]. 
‘aWe will freely employ well-known notions from topology in this paper, see [45]. 
r4For the purely topological results, we do not need to consider similitudes only but can permit arbitrary 
contractions; since we are mainly interested in the computation of the Hausdorff dimension of fractals in 
this paper, we do not consider this possibility here further. 
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IIFS are a generalization of IFS which are mappings F: C, -9(X, p). For every 
IFS, there is a corresponding ratio list RF : C, -+(O, l), iHrF(ib 
As it was already noticed by Bandt in [Z], for such systems Banach’s contraction 
mapping principle can be applied analogously to the case of IFS. Similar results are 
stated in [76]. r5 In such a context, we view F as an operator 
F: %99(X, p) -&98(X, p), A~cl u F(n)(A) s 
nex 
Proofs of the following two theorems are contained in [37]. 
Theorem 5.1. For any (1)IFS F on the complete and bounded metric space (X, p), there 
exists a unique set A,&W(X, p) with F(Ar) = Ar. Starting with some A&?&3(X, p), we 
have lim,, m p&‘“(A), 4) = 0. 
In such a way, any IIFS F can be thought of as an operator on Ua(X,p) (or 
x(X, p)). We shall call Ar the fixed point or the attractor of F. 
As RF is presumed to be converging to zero, F(n)(A) will be less and less important 
with increasing n. Hence, it seems to be reasonable to ask whether we can neglect any 
F(n) for n B n’ if we are only interested in a certain exactness. This intuition is backed 
by the following theorem. Let F, denote the IFS with the n maps F(l), . . . . F(n). By 
Theorem 5.1, F, possesses a unique (nonempty closed bounded) attractor Arm. 
Theorem 5.2. Let F be an IFS on the complete and bounded metric space (X, p). Then, 
lim,, m pn(Ar,, Ar)=O. Moreover, A,=cl UneN Ar,, and the sequence (Ar,) forms an 
increasing chain. 
5.2. Connections with (co-)languages 
What are the connections with formal language theory?16 
Firstly, we make a simple observation. Let p : C,* +(O, co) be a contractive valuation. 
Let p(u, w)EC,* denote the longest common prefix of the two distinct o-words u and w. 
Consider the space C: together with the metric pg defined by p&u, w)=B(p(u, w)) for 
u# w. For any two contractive valuations j?,r: Cx +(O, co), pp and pr are uniformly 
equivalent. Especially, the topologies of (C,O,p& and (C,O,pi,.) coincide. The latter 
space is largely investigated, especially by Staiger. Any word woCi can be interpreted 
as a contracting similitude” on the space (Cf, ps) by defining w(x) = a; ‘(x) = wx for 
any XGC,“. Obviously, w has similarity factor p(w). Hence, any formal language 
L={WiIiEC}~C: can be interpreted as an (1)IFS. 
15For an elaborate investigation of the question “When do infinite IFS define fractals?“, see [I]. 
16More about w-languages treated in the following can be found in the surveys [52,70]. 
“This was the reason to call fi contractive. 
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In this interpretation, the attractor of L is AL = adh(L*) = cl L” which equals L” iff 
L is finite. Furthermore, we will deal with L” in the following.‘* 
Secondly, let F be an IFS on the complete metric space (X, p), i.e. F is a map from 
some finite alphabet C, to 9(X, p). We can associate to F the valuation fiF defined by 
fiF(I’)=RF(l’)=rFu) for ieC,. The space (CE,pBJ is called the address space of F. The 
model map 
c#I,:C;+A,,WN$~ F(w(l))o a.. oF(w(v))(x) 
is a well-defined surjective Lipschitz function, and the following diagram commutes. 
In this way, any language L = {Wi 1 FEZ) s C,’ may be interpreted as an (1)IFS FL on 
(X,p) by letting 
FL(i)=F(wi(l))o *a* oF(wi(lwii)). 
Extending the model map in a natural way to CruC:, we could write FL(i)= 4F(Wi). 
Moreover, we have AFL= 4F(AL)=cl c$F(L”). In such a way, we can use formal 
languages to specify fractals once we are given a special finite set of mappings 
comprising an interpretation for our alphabet. We term such fractals language- 
dejned.lg 
Thirdly, closed w-languages L E Cz (which are themselves fractals by our conven- 
tion), together with an IFS F: C, +9(X, p) on the complete space (X,p) define 
a fractal set $J~(L)~X which is compact and hence closed because C#I~ is continuous 
and (C,W, ps,) is a compact space implying that the closed subset L is compact. Since & 
is onto and continuous, each closed subset of AF has a closed address space 
L = 4; l(AF) E Cf and defines such a closed o-language. Hence, when dealing with 
subfractals of AF, it suffices to consider images of closed w-languages. We call such 
images $F(L) o-language-defined fractals. 
Since closed o-languages are just the adherences of formal languages, we can 
describe o-defined fractals by formal languages, too. If M s Cz is a formal language, 
i8Generally, the adherence of a language ME Z: is defined as follows, see [ 133: 
adh(M)={xoZ;IPr(x)=Pr(M)}. 
The o-power of a language M 2 Xj’ is given by: 
iglt is also possible to define (I)IFS by languages Ls;Z.* when F=(F(l),..., F(n)) is not an IFS, because 
some F(i) are not contracting, as long as FL satisfies the (1)IF.S requirements. This observation leads us to 
the consideration of subsets LsBfwhich may also define (1)IFS in the manner just sketched. 
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then $,(adh(M)) is an w-language-defined fractal, and if 4r(L) is an o-language- 
defined fractal, then there is a language M such that adh(M)= L, which means that 
&(L)=&(adh(W). 
Since language-defined fractals A (based on the IFS F and the language L) are 
described by A=&(adh(L*)), they are also special cases of o-language-defined 
fractals. Interestingly, these w-language subclasses have already been characterized as 
the so-called ultimately connected closed o-languages for purely automata theoretic 
reasons in [68]. In the following, we are especially interested in fractals rb,(adh(L*)), 
where L is prefix-free. The o-languages of the form adh(L*) with L prefix-free are just 
the strongly connected closed w-languages as defined in [68]. 
5.3. Hausdorfl dimension 
The Hausdorff dimension plays a very central role in the theory of fractals. 
definition is rather awkward and requires some knowledge of measure theory. 
a premeasure, define &(A) = (diam(A))S for SE [0, co). This premeasure generates 
outer measure 
Its 
As 
an 
v&(E)=inf cz&(AI)j {A,( kC} is an c-cover of E 
irz 
vh(E) = lim,,, VJu,JE) defines a metric outer measure, the so-called s-dimensional 
Hausdorfouter measure for any E E X. For any set E, there is a critical value so such 
that for any s <so, v&(E)= cc and, for any s>s o, v&(E)=O. This critical value so is 
called the HausdorfS dimension of E, dim,(E) = so for short. It should be clear that 
simpler characterizations for dimu are heavily needed, at least in special situations. 
The concept of similarity dimension serves for this purpose. 
For any IFS or IIFS F, let a decreasing function QF: [0, co] -+[O, co] called 
similarity sum be defined by @F(~)=C(RF(i))S. The value dims(F)=dims(&)= 
inf{s 1 d$(s) < l} is called similarity dimension of F (or RF). In the case of IFS, QF is 
continuous on [0, co).20 
Generally, we have dimu(AJ<dims(F) for any IFS F. Similarly, for any IIFS 
defined by the language L 5 Z,‘, dimu(&(L”)) < dims(L). The interesting question is: 
Under which conditions are these upperbounds assumed? 
Generally speaking, we can only state the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.3. Let F : C, -+9(X, p) be an IFS on the complete metric space (X, p). Assume 
that,for all 1 <i<j,<n, F(i)(A,)nF(j)(A,)=@ Then, we have dims(F)=dimn(A,). 
In the important case of Euclidean spaces (X, ~a), X E IV’, Moran presented such 
a condition in 1946 [60] which fits exactly in the language of IFS. Let F: C, +9(X, p) 
*‘We will drop the index F if F is clear from the context; in the case of language-defined (I)IFS as defined 
later, it may be more important to indicate the corresponding valuation by an index. 
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be an IFS on (X,ps). F fulfills Moran’s condition with the open bounded nonemtpy 
test set Vs X iff F(v) = Uf= 1 F(i)(V) 5 V and, for any 1 G i < j < n, the intersection of 
F(i)(V) with F(j)( I’) is empty. Equivalently, we can presume that there exists an open 
ounded nonempty test set VsX such that F(V)= Uy= 1 F(i)( V)C V and, for any two 
different sequences of indices iI, . . . , i,! and j, , . . . . j,, the intersection of F(i,)o .-.o 
F(i,,)(V) with F(j,)o ++. 0 F(jJ(V) is empty. 
Moran’s Theorem. Let F: C,+sP(X, pE) be an IFS on the Euclidean space (X,& 
X 5 R”, satisfying Moran’s condition. Then, we have dims(F) = dim,(&). 
There are difficulties to carry over the proofs for the case of IFS to the case of 
IIFS.” Hence, we use the idea from Theorem 5.2, which can be stated in this case as: 
Approximate dims(F) by dims(F,) from below! Of course, the limes lim,,, dim,(F,) 
exists and delivers a lowerbound for dims(F). When do both values coincide? This 
motivates the following definition. 
5.4. Finite summability 
We shall call an IIFS F finitely summable iff there exists an N such that 
@,(dims(F,)) < co. In the cases of finitely summable IIFS and of IFS F we know that 
@,(dims(F))= 1. Finite summability of F implies that QF is continuous from left in the 
point dims(F). More precisely, F is finitely summable iff there exists an s,, with 
l<@,(s,)<co. 
If the IIFS F is finitely summable, the sequence 
(@F,L N with %,,EW( CdimdFd, 001, PE), (CO, @&MFd)l, PE)) 
converges uniformlyzz to CPP 
Let F be an IIFS on the complete metric space (X, p). dimu(A,,) < dims(FJ for any 
neN. Hence, dimH(UneN &,) = sup,,~ dimn(&) < s = supnsN dims(F,) <dims(F), 
where v~(U,,~ A& =O. 
Lemma 5.4. Let F be an IIFS. The sequence (dims(F,)) is strictly increasing, and 
dim,(F,)<dims(F) for any neN. Zf F is finitely summable,23 lim,,,dims(F,)= 
dim,(F). 
‘IFurther ideas are contained in Cl]. Measure-theoretic investigations can be found in [%I. 
%(X Y) denotes the space of continuous mappings from X to Y equipped with the supremum metric p.. 
‘% [;3], we were recently able to show this convergence without assuming finite summability. Hence, this 
assumption may be omitted in the following theorems. The proof given in [33] contains the consideration 
of finite summability only as a subcase. 
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There exists IIFS which are not finitely summable. Consider the similarity sum 
derived from an example given by Mauldin and Williams in [57] taking the constant 
contracting valuation l/2 on Cf and the language 
L= u {3”}C& 
nsN 
we see that, interpreting the prefixcode L as an IIFS, its similarity sum is just the 
@ given above.24 
Finite summability is a rather technical condition. Therefore, we try to replace it by 
conditions which are in some sense easier. In [30], we presented criteria which are 
even independent of the ratio sequence under consideration. The next lemma is such 
a simple criterion for finite summability. 
Lemma 5.5. If F is an IIFS satisfying (Vs > O)(Q$(s) < co), then F is finitely summable. 
A link to the theory of codes is stated in the next theorem. Let us call a language 
L 5 Zz an @-code ” iff any o-word WE L” uniquely defines a mapping 5, : N + L with 
w=&,,(1)&,(2). . For example, prefixcodes (A-free prefix-free languages) are ifl-codes. 
Refer to [69, Property 41. 
Theorem 5.6. Let /?: C,* +(O, co) be a contractive valuation. We interpret formal lan- 
guages as (1)IFS acting on the space (Cf,p&. i’f LsCz is a Jinite @-code, then 
dims(L) = dimmA,). Hence, if M s C: is an injinite but finitely summable $-code, then 
dims(M) = lim,, m dim,(M”,) = dim&M”). 
Proof. We check the assumptions of Lemma 5.3. We know that (CF,p,J is complete. 
Let FL=(wl,. . . , w,). Choose 1 d i <j <m. Hence, wi # wj. If there were a 
wcFL(i)(AF,)nFL(j)(A,,)= {wi)Lwn{wj}Lwc L”‘, we should have two maps 
f,g: N -*L with w=f(l).f(2)...=g(l).g(2)... and f( 1) = Wi # Wj = g( 1). This is imposs- 
ible since L was presumed to be an ifl-code. •1 
It may be that the above theorem is true for codes in general, as it was shown to be 
so for constant valuations by Staiger in [73], but we were not able to show this in the 
nonconstant case. 
*‘%nfortunately, L is context-sensitive but not context-free. As Staiger pointed to us, [74, Example 6.31 
shows a deterministic context-free language having the required property. 
“ifl stands for “infinitary finite length” and was introduced by Staiger in [69]. 
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When dealing with a similarity sum Qi induced by a valuation p and a formal 
language L, one should note that 
@W= c (B(w))s= c (E m(iq= c ; m+)Y- 
WSL WEL i=l weL i=l 
Hence, considering similarity sums results in the consideration of the s-dimensional 
valuation p defined by /P(a)=(P(a))“. Ob viously, p”(L)= Q(s). To indicate the sim- 
ilarity dimension of L, we write also dims(L). 
5.5. Hausdorf dimension of language-dejked jiractals 
Now we can apply the methods derived in the third section of this paper in order to 
determine fractal dimensions. When we turn to the question how to compute the 
Hausdorff dimension numerically using only the finite grammatical description of the 
corresponding language instead of the generally infinite and hence intractable iterated 
function system itself, we consider now deterministic context-free prefix-free lan- 
guages. 26 Surprisingly, there are various different characterizations for this class of 
languages in the literature. They form just the class of LR(0) languages known from 
parsing theory 27 [46 Theorem 10.123, or the class of so-called strict deterministic 
languages introduced’in [43,44] or the class of languages accepted by a deterministic 
pushdown automaton with empty store. The strict deterministic grammars are insofar 
interesting as they deliver an easily testable purely grammatical criterion for this class 
of grammars/languages with respect o the whole class of context-free grammars [44, 
Algorithm 11. Furthermore, there are equivalents to the Greibach and Chomsky 
normal from theorems in this case. Hence, we get the following result. 
Corollary 5.7. Let G be a strict deterministic grammar with terminal alphabet C, and 
p : C,* +(O, U.I) be a contractive valuation such that p(L(G)) = 1 holds for some ~(0, 00). 
Then s equals the Hausdorffdimension of (L(G))” in the space (C,W, ps), ifL(G) isJinite or 
finitely summable. Moreover, s can be computed by evaluating the corresponding 
numerical system induced by j?, when the requirements of Theorem 4.8 are met. 
Example. Consider the language L= { 1’2’ / 2 1) c Ci and a constant contractive 
valuation a induced by ae(O, 1). Hence, 
a” 
as(L)= f a”(1’2’)= f (a2s)‘=l_;;t;E(0, OO), 
i=l i=l 
26We saw in the end of Section 3 that deterministic context-free languages allow of the determination of 
valuations of languages by the numerical interpretation of the systems of equations. The prefix-free 
conditian comes from the preceding theorem. 
“The LR(0) languages defined by Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman in their books correspond to the ALR(0) 
languages as defined by Harrison in [43]; the there-defined LR(0) languages are something different. 
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because a*%(O, 1) for all ~(0, co). By Lemma 5.5, L is finitely summable. Hence, we 
can determine the Hausdorff dimension of L” by the ansatz a”(L)& 1. We have 
a”(L)=1 e I--uzS=uzS c> 
log& -log2 
J+=us c> s====. 
Hence, dimn(L”) = -log 2/(2 log a). 
On the other hand, L can be generated by an unambiguous linear grammar with 
x1 as the only nonterminal and with the two production x1 +1x12 and x1 -12. This 
leads us to consider the numerical system** x1 =aSxlaS+asus. For any se(O, co), this 
equation has exactly one solution xl(s). Since we are only interested in the s with 
x1(s) = 1, we consider 1 L 2~~~ which is equivalent o s = -log 2/(2 log a). This calcu- 
lation is particularly effective when we do not know exactly the language L which is 
given by a context-free grammar G. We do not have to bother about L, but just take 
care of G. 
We turn to the important case of Euclidean spaces. 
Theorem 5.8. Let F : C, +9(X, pE) be an IFS on the Euclidean space (X, pE) such that 
F sutisjies Moran’s condition. Let L5.Z: be a jinite or injinite but finitely summuble 
prefixcode. Then dimn(4,(L”)) = dims(L). 
Staiger showed in [74, Example 6.41 (using an example of Kuich [50]) that there are 
strict deterministic languages L such that dimn(L”)<dimu (adh(L*)) (where the 
Hausdorff dimension is computed in the space (C~,P,,~)). Consider namely the lan- 
guage given by the equation29 x1 =1x1x1x1 +2. 
One should observe that generally for language fractals A, we have 
A,=cl L”=adh(L*)=L”uL*adh(L) 
implying dimH(A,)=max(dimr.r(L”),dim,(adh(L))}. 
Applying this observation to our example with L = { 1’2’ 1 i> l} c C:, we find 
dim,(cl L”)=dim,(L”), since adh(L)= {l”} is clearly zero dimensional. 
The following theorem delivers an easy criterion to prove that 
dim,(L”) = dim,(cl L”). 
Theorem 5.9. Let u@O, 1) be interpreted us a constant contructive valuation 
a : Z,* +(O, 00). Consider the regular w-language L us a subspuce of (C,O, p,). Then, L is 
zero-dimensional iff L is at most countable. 
In order to prove the theorem, we only need one additional lemma which seems to 
be interesting on its own. 
“As we noticed earlier, the fact that this grammar is not given in Chomsky normal form does not matter. 
‘%taiger observed that L is a simple language in the sense of Korenjak and Hopcroft [49]. In [43, Section 
11.91, it is shown that simple languages are a subfamily of strict deterministic languages. 
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Lemma 5.10 (Scaling lemma). Let a, b~(0, 1) induce two constant valuation a, b on the 
alphabet C,. Let L E Z,* be some language, interpreted as an IIFS on (Cr, p,) or (C;, pb), 
Let A c C,W. 
(1) For the corresponding similarity dimension dim, and dim,, we jnd 
log a 
dim,,(L) = - 
log b 
dim,(L). 
(2) For the s-dimensional Hausdorf outer measures vi and vi, we have 
,,:(A) = ,,pg o/log b’“(A). 
(3) For the corresponding Hausdorff dimensions dim,,, and dimn+ we find 
log a 
dim,,,(A)=- 
log b dim,..(A). 
Proof. (1) Observe the following lines. 
a”(L)= 1 a’(w) 
WSL 
= 5 card(LnC~)uSm 
m=O 
= f card(LnC,“)b((loga/logb)s)m 
m=O 
= b(iW/iW b’“(L)_ 
(2) It is well-known that in the determination of s-dimensional Hausdorff outer 
measures one has to consider only covers with open balls. Since the spaces (C,O, p.) and 
(Zy, pa) are topologically equivalent to the space (Z;, p,,,,) considered in [52], open 
balls are of the form {w> Cf for some WEC :. Such a set has diameter /I(w) in the space 
(Z,“, ps). Therefore, in the space (E’;, ps) induced by some contractive valuation /3, we 
obtain for the Hausdorff outer measure vi: 
Together with the above lines, we immediately get 
,,:(A) = ,,pg a/log W(4). 
(3) This is now an immediate consequence of the proof of the second part of this 
theorem. q 
Proof of Theorem 5.9. By the scaling lemma and [74, Proposition 4.13  the claim is 
proved for any constant contractive valuation. Cl 
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For arbitrary languages L E Zi, the equivalence of the following assertions is 
proved in [36,52]. 
l L” is at most countable. 
l For all u, WE L ul’“’ = wl”I. 
l There exists an aeZ, such that LS {a}*. 
Combining this with Theorem 5.9, we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.11. Let a@O, I) be interpreted as a constant contractive oaluation 
a: Z,* -+(O, 00). Consider the language L given by a context-free grammar G. It is 
decidable whether L” is zero-dimensional or not. 
Proof. By [43, Theorem 3.2.31, we can assume without loss of generality that 
G=(X,C,,P,xi) is reduced (i.e. P=0 or, for every XEX, xi **uxu**w for some 
u,u~(XuZ,)* and WEZ,*). Now, Ls{a}* for some aeZ, iff a is the only terminal 
symbol occurring in the productions of G. 0 
Another problem we have to deal with is the technical condition of finite summabil- 
ity . Staiger proved in [71] essentially Ryabko’s (unproved) assertion which we state in 
the following since we can apply it to obtain results in cases where the considered IIFS 
is not finitely summable. 
Let LE C,* be some formal language. The formal power series 
sL(z)=C~Ocard(LnC\)z’EfYO(({z}*)) . IS called structure function of L. Considering 
sL as a complex function, we can define the entropy of L by H(L)= 
-lograd(L)/logcard Z;,, where rad(L) denotes the convergence radius of sr_. Observe 
that sL(aS)=~,~Ocard(LnZ~)aSi=~,,,a”(w)=as(L). 
If L is a code, we have s~*(z)=C~~)_~(S~(Z))~. Hence, 
rad(L*)=sup{zE[O, 30)1sL(z)< 1) 
=ainfIse[O. cc)ls,(a’)<l: 
for an arbitrary ac(O, 1). In the special case a= l/n, we obtain H(L*)=dim,,,(L). 
Note the similarity of Staiger’s lemma with our approximation results of IIFS via 
IFS. Furthermore, one should note that a language L is finitely summable with respect 
to a valuation b iff there exists a finite subset U c L having the dimension so =dims(IJ) 
such that /P(L)< 30 iff, for every c>O, there is a finite subset U c L such that 
P”O(L\U)=p(L)-/P(U)<&, where so=dims(U). 
Staiger’s lemma. Let L be an arbitrary language over Z,. Then, for euery E >O, there is 
afinite subset UcL such that H(L*)-H(U*)<&. 
Ryabko’s equality. Let L f Z:. Then dim,(L”) = H (L*), where the Hausdorff dimen- 
sion in the space (Z:,p,,.) is considered. 
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Theorem 5.12. Let a@O, 1) induce the constant valuation a. If L is an infinite code, then 
dims(L) = dim,(L”) in the space (C,W, p,). 
Proof. By the scaling lemma, it suffices to consider the case a= l/n. But in this case, 
our previous considerations deliver immediately dims(L) = H(L*) = dim,(L”). 0 
This theorem shows that, in our example, we need not care about finite summability 
at all. 
In the case of Euclidean spaces, we have to use Staiger’s lemma instead. 
Theorem 5.13. Let Ls C: be an infinite prefixcode. Let F: C, -9(X, pE) be an IFS on 
the Euclidean space (X, pE) satisfying Moran’s condition such that RF(i) =a for all ieC,. 
Then, dim,(&(L”)) = dims(L). 
Proof. By the scaling lemma, we only need to consider the case a= l/n. Trivially, 
dimu($,(L”))<dims(L). On the other hand, Staiger’s lemma shows that for every E >O 
we find a finite subset U c L such that H(L*)--H(U*) <E. Since L and U are codes, 
this means that dims(L) -dims(U) < E. Since U is prefix-free, we know by Theorem 5.8 
that dimn(&(U”)) = dims( U). By monotonicity, dim,(&(U”)) < dim,($(L”)). Alto- 
gether, we find 
dims(L)=sup{dims(U)( Us L, Card(U)< co} 
=sup{dimn($&J”))] U&L, card(U)<co) 
<dim&ML”)) 
<dims(L). Cl 
When trying to compute Hausdorff dimensions of closed sets of the form 
&(adh L*), we can carry over some results from [74] in the following manner 
applying the scaling lemma. 
Theorem 5.14. Let a~(0, 1) induce a constant valuation a on C,*. If Ls .Z: is a regular 
code, then dimn(adh L*) = dim&IL) = dims(L). Moreover, v&(Lw) = vi(cl L”), and in 
the case s = dims(L). we have 0 -C vh(adh L*) < 1. 
Since & is Lipschitz, we can carry over most of these results to the Euclidean case. 
Theorem 5.15. Let F: C, +9(X, pE) be an IFS on the Euclidean space (X, pE) fulfilhng 
Moran’s condition such that, for all ieC,, a = RF(i). If Ls Z.’ is a regular prejixcode, 
then dim,(4,(adh L*)) = dimn(A,,) = dims(L). Moreover, vh(~$~(L~)) = ~&(4~(cl L”)), 
and in the case s=dims(L), we have 0,<v&(4F(adh L*))<(diam &J. 
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Proof. We already know that dims(L)=dim,($,(L”)). Since by the preceding the- 
orem 
dimu(4,(cl L”)) d dimn(c1 L”) = dims(L), 
and because dimu(4,(L”)) < dimu(&(cl L”)) by monotonicity the dimension 
assertion is proved. 
Since &(cl L”)\c#J&“)E&(c~ L”\L”), from vh(cl L”\L”)=O [by the preceding 
theorem, v& is considered here in the space (C,W,p,)], we derive v&(&(cl L”)\ 
&VW)) = 0. 
The last claim 
theorem and the 
immediately follows from the corresponding one in the preceding 
Lipschitz property. 0 
5.6. Comparison with other fractal description mechanisms 
The reader should have noticed that, in the last theorems, we only considered 
regular languages. This special case has already been investigated before. Mauldin 
and Williams [SS], and two years later, Culik [18] proposed so-called graph directed 
constructions or MRFS generalizing IFS. In our setting, MRFS can be described as 
follows:30 
Let Ls C,* be some regular language and F: C, +9(X, p) be some IFS on the 
complete metric space (X, p) with the model map 4. Then L and F together define an 
MRFS which describes the fractal 4(adh(L)). (Since C/J is continuous, any WcZr 
describing a closed set A 5 X must be closed; closed regular o-languages are just the 
adherences of ordinary regular languages.) Hence, MRFS fractals are just the o- 
language-defined fractals defined by regular (o-) languages. 
For MRFS, an eigenvalue method has been proposed to compute Hausdorff 
dimensions of such fractals.31 The methods derived in the preceding theorems give 
another approach to this problem in the case of languages of the form L = M*. 
On the other hand, adh(L) is a regular w-language32 which can be represented (by 
McNaughton’s theorem) in the form adh(L) = Ur= 1 K( 6)” where w, F are ordinary 
regular languages, and the sets & are prefix-free. Hence, 
If (X, p) is a Euclidean space, we can calculate dim,($( Vy)) quite easily if we assume 
that (i) F fulfills Moran’s condition and (ii) 6 is finitely summable.33 We only have to 
compute the similarity dimension of the l$‘s. 
soBesides the regular o-languages, MRFS can also be characterized by some generalizations of L systems 
viewed as fractal generating mechanisms [62]. Those “generalized recurrent systems” defined first by 
Dekking in [24] can be viewed in such a way as the first appearance of the class of MRFS fractals in the 
literature. 
“A good description of this method is contained in [26]. 
32For the definition of regular o-language, see [52]. 
33Alternatively, we can assume (iia) R,(l) = ... = R,(n). 
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What about deterministic ontext-free languages as a generalization of the regular 
case? 
Analogous ideas lead us to the consideration of sets of the form adh(L), where L is 
deterministic ontext-free. As it was shown by Cohen and Gold in [IS, Fig. 23, an 
w-language WsC,W of the form W= uy= 1 H$ Q))“, where K, 6 are deterministic 
context-free (we abbreviate the corresponding class of w-languages by o-KC(DCF) 
following Cohen and Gold), is closed if there is a deterministic ontext-free language 
L such that W=adh(L). Unfortunately, it is unknown to us whether the closed 
o-languages in o-KC(DCF) are just the adherences of deterministic context-free 
languages. Cohen and Gold proved such a characterization only for the subclass 
DCFL, of o-KC(DCF) in their Theorem 4.2.8. 
As regards Hausdorff dimension, we can only state something about languages of 
the form W= Ur= 1 f4$( Q)O, where ll$, 6 are deterministic ontext-free and, in addition, 
6 is prefix-free (see above and cf. [31]). We call the class of w-languages obtained in 
such a way DCFMIN. This is obviously a superclass of the so-called class EQPDLw [ 151 
comprising of o-languages of the form W= UyzI I+$( Q)“, where B$, K are strict 
deterministic ontext-free. It is clear by the McNaughton theorem that the class of 
closed regular o-languages (which define exactly the MRFS-fractals) is contained in 
DCF~N, and this containment is proper, as the example 
W={1i2ili~N}{3}0u{l}“‘=adh({li2i~i~N}{3}*) 
shows which is taken form [48, Theorem 3].34 Furthermore, we see that DCFwN 
embraces EQPDL, properly, but we do not know whether the inclusion DCFMN 5 w- 
KC(DCF) is proper or not. 
Since closed w-languages themselves can be viewed as fractals on the space (C,W, pp), 
this implies that the class of fractals describable by DCFMN embraces the class of 
fractals describable by MRFS properly, as we shall prove below. This statement 
remains true even for the class DLINMMN of o-languages of the form W= UT= 1 IJ$( 6)” 
where K, K are deterministic ontext-free linear languages, and the F are prefix-free, 
for which class we can compute Hausdorff dimensions even more directly using 
methods from linear algebra as described above. 
The class of McNaughton-representable adherences of a given language class 9 is 
defined as {adh( LE_Y}~{U~“=, F~$(F$!~~(VEZ,,,)(~, V+9 A K is prefix-free)}. 
We summarize our observations in the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.16. Let R and DCF denote the class of McNaughton-representable adheren- 
ces of regular and deterministic context-free languages. Then, RsDCF. 
Let /I : C: +(O, co) be some contractive valuation. Zf LEDCF, L c C,W, L possesses 
some McNaughton-representation L = UG 1 H$( &)“, and if any infinite K is jinitely 
34A similar example is contained in [ 15, Lemma 3.71. If W were regular, the set of prefixes of W would be 
regular, too, which obviously is not the case. Hence the fact that the argumentation of lstrail is wrong does 
not affect the validity of our example. 
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summable with respect to p, the Hausdorfl dimension of L in the space (C:, p,!) equals 
max{dim,,( K) 1 ieC,}. 
If the conditions of Theorem 4.8 are met by the grammar G, generating 6, we can 
compute the Hausdorffdimension of L using the corresponding numerical systems. 
We can transfer this language-theoretic result into a result on fractals in 
following manner. 
the 
Theorem 5.17. Let W and 96’9 denote the class offractals describable by the corres- 
ponding classes R and CDF of o-languages. Then, %‘~S%‘9. Note that 9 is just the 
class of MRFS-fractals. 
Proof. The inclusion itself is obvious. We only have to care about the strictness of the 
inclusion. Consider the (u-language 
W={li2’IieN}{3 ~“u{l}“=adh({li2i(i~N}{3}*). 
Since W is the adherence of a deterministic context-free linear language, and since 
W possesses some McNaughton-representation, W itself can be viewed as a fractal set 
in some space (C;,p,,). The question is whether W can be defined as the +-image of 
some closed regular w-language. 
Assume to the contrary that there is some regular closed o-language L over the 
alphabet Z, and a model map 4 such that 4(L)= W. Since the family of regular 
w-languages is closed under i,-free homomorphisms [52, Satz 6.381, 4(L) would be 
regular, too. contradicting out previous observations. 0 
We will elaborate further connections between hierarchies of formal languages, 
o-languages, and fractals in a forthcoming paper. Note that out above proof easily 
transfers proper inclusion results for families of o-languages, lets say X Q Y, into 
proper inclusion results for the corresponding classes of fractals, provided X is closed 
under homomorphism. 
Corollary 5.18. Let A be a Euclidean 9%9-j?actal based on the IFS F: Z, -+9(X, pE) 
which satisfies Moran’s condition. By definition, A=c#J,(L) for some LEDCF. We can 
find a McNaughton-representation L= Uy=, &( V$’ implying 
A=&@ .(K)U)=;I ;K4~(w)(44’?)). 
Hence, dim,(A)=max{dim,(~,(VY))I iEZ,}. If each infinite K is finitely summable 
with respect to bF, then the Hausdorff dimension dim,(A)=max{dim,,( &) I ie.Z,). 
5.7. Detailed examples 
Above, we considered the language L={ 1’2’1 ieN}. We saw that the similarity 
dimension of L with respect to the valuation a = l/2 - which will be the standard 
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Fig. 1. Sierpitiski’s triangle and addresses. 
valuation in the sequel -was very low, namely $. Since we want to show some pictures 
(more precisely, subfractals of Sierpinski’s triangle) in the following, we consider some 
variants of L, and we try to compute the Hausdorff dimension of +,(adh(L*)). 
Anyhow, the considered languages will be context-free prefix-free and not regular. 
As the basic fractal, we take the Sierpinski triangle (Fig. 1). The Sierpinski triangle 
can be generated by the IFS F on (CO, l]‘,~a) with the following three maps: 
1 x1 
P(l)(x,,~z)=~ , 
0 X2 
The addresses can be depicted roughly on the right side of picture 1 [only prefixes 
are shown]. 
Note that F satisfies Moran’s condition, taking as a test set the inner points of the 
equiliteral triangle given by the endpoints (0, 0), (1,O) and (4, $3). 
Obviously, /IF = l/2. 
Note that the Sierpinski triangle can also be defined by the IIFS given by the 
infinite regular prefixcode P= { 1’3,2’3 1 kN,,}. In Example 3.10 we saw that P is 
P-complete for any Bernoulli valuation p, hence dim,,,(P)= 1, implying 
dim,,2(P)=----- log(ll3). 1 =!?.&l 5850 
log (l/2) log2 . 
by the scaling lemma. It is well-known that this is also the Hausdorff dimension of the 
Sierpinski triangle. 
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First, we consider the language M=Lu{ 1’3 1 ieN,}. A4 is generated by the unam- 
biguous linear context-free grammar given by the following equations3’ 
x,=1x22+12+1x3+3, 
x2= 1x32+ 12, 
x3=1x3+3. 
Considering the numerical system of equations belonging to the constant valuation a”, 
we get 
x2 =a2Sx2+a2S, 
x3=uSx3+u”. 
Substituting for the moment a"= y and making the ansatz x1 = 1, we arrive at 
l=y2x3+y2+yx3+y, 
x2=y2x3+y2, 
x3=yx3+y. 
implying x3 = y/( 1 - y) and x2 = y2/( 1 - y2). Hence, we have to solve 
or equivalently 
The roots of the polynomial 3y3-2y2-2y+l are yl=(-l-,/@/6, 
y3 =( - 1 + a)/& and y, = 1. Since M” is clearly not zero-dimensional, we are only 
interested in solutions lying in the interval (0,l). Hence, y2 is the solution we are 
looking for, yielding the similarity dimension So = In y2/ln a x 1.2034 in the case a = f. 
Before stating this, we should of course check whether the conditions of our theorems 
are met. We check Theorem 4.8 .36 Of course, the equations for x2 and x3 are uniquely 
solvable for any ao(0, 1) and any s>O. Hence, the solution is unique for x3, too. In this 
way, we showed the finite summability of M by Lemma 5.5, too. 
M describes the fractal 4,(adh(M*)). Let us consider the set of addresses 
adh(M*)= M”uM*{ l”}. Since M*(l”) is trivially zero-dimensional, we conclude 
that So is the Hausdorff dimension of adh(M*) in the space (C;,pl12). Since M is 
35As pointed out above, we do not need to care about a Chomsky normal form representation. 
36The determinant condition of Theorem 4.9 is more complicated in our special case. 
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Fig. 2. The attractor of FM, 
a finitely summable prefixcode and F satisfies Moran’s condition, sy= 
dimi.,(~,(M”))=dim,(~,(adh(M*)))=dimH(A,,). 
A picture of this fractal is shown in Fig. 2. 
Secondly, we consider N = Mu(2’3 1 k No}. In our previous grammar, we just have 
to add a nonterminal x4 and three productions. Analogous considerations lead us to 
the numerical system 
x3=yx3+yr 
xq=yxq+y. 
This system has exactly one solution ~~0.3770 in (0,l) yielding as similarity 
dimension s N x 1.4073. Similarly, sN = dim,(W) = dim,(adh(N*)) = dim,(&(W)) = 
dim,&,). The fractal set is depicted in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. The attractor of FN. 
Finally, we turn to P=Mu(2)C~(3). P is generated by the grammar 
xI=1x,2+12+lxs+3+2x,, 
x2=1x,2+12, 
x3=1x3+3, 
x4= 1x,+2x4+3. 
The corresponding numerical system yields two solutions y, x 0.339 1, y2 E 0.6395 in 
the interval (0,l). But the star operation applied to C2 clearly shows us that only 
y, yields some finite value for the valuation y(P). Hence, spx 1.5604 is the similarity 
dimension of P. The same idea proves that P is finitely summble, since y(P)< w for 
y < 0.5. Therefore, dim,(P”) = sp. 
Since adh(P*)= P”uP* adh(P), we have to take care of adh(P) = (2) { 1,2}“u{ 1”). 
Obviously, dimn(adh(P)) = 1 -C sp. Hence, dimn(adh(P*)) = sp. Since also P is a prefix- 
code, dimu(A,,) = sp. 
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Fig. 4. The attractor of Fp. 
The fractal described by FP can be seen in Fig. 4. 
Observe that A4 cNc P implies AFM c A,c AFpc AF Note further that sp 
is very close to the Hausdorff dimension In 3/ln 2 w 1.5850 of the whole Sierpinski 
triangle. 
6. Summary of some open problems 
We proposed various fractal description mechanisms which are more powerful than 
MRFS3’ but for which we can calculate Hausdorff dimensions surprisingly easily. 
Nevertheless, the classes DCFMMN, DLINnrnr and the easily definable class o- 
KC(DLIN) and their interrelations hould be investigated thoroughly. 
“‘There are other mechanisms at least as powerful as MRFS e.g. collage grammars [25,38]. 
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Since any family of formal languages 9 implicitly defines 
l a class of IIFS-fractals (based on an IFS F), and 
l a class of w-language-defined fractals (based on an IFS F) via the adherence 
operation, 
one has a rich collection of possible fractal description mechanisms. The power of 
fractal description formalisms stemming from different classes of formal languages 
will be studied thoroughly in a forthcoming paper. It would also be interesting 
to compare the fractal description power with respect to different fixed metric 
spaces. 
Finally, it is not clear to us if and how one can prove results connecting numerical 
systems belonging to e.g. context-sensitive grammars and valuations of context- 
sensitive languages as it was done in the context-free case in this paper. Therefore, we 
doubt that there exist “nice” ways to determine the Hausdorff dimension of such- 
defined fractals. 
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Appendix: Symbols used 
={l,..., rr} finite alphabet 
= { 1,2 3, . . .} countable alphabet 
at most countable alphabets 
set of words over C 
length of a word WCC* 
set of one-sided infinite words over C 
the mth letter in a(n o-)word WE,Y”UC* 
set of finite prefixes of wEC%Z* 
for (an w-)language L 
valuation 
constant valuation with a(i) = a, ic,Z, 
set of FPS (formal power series) over the semiring R 
coefficient of w in the FPS s 
Hadamard product 
the semiring ((0, l}, v , A ,O, 1) 
characteristic FPS of WEE,* or Ls.Zz 
= {weC,* 1(s, w) #O} support of the FPS s 
set of polynomials 
valuation series 
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Jf-(X? PI 
RF 
AF 
F, 
P(V, W)EZ 
PS 
adh(M) 
M” 
AL = adh(L*) 
;: 
r&(A)=(diam(A))” 
vSH.JE) 
v&(E)=lim,+e v&(E) 
dimn 
@F 
dims 
B 
WX, Y) 
Q.(z) 
rad(L) 
H(L) 
evaluation of an FPS 
CWS& W)WHCWe,& w>P(w) 
set of all similitudes on (X,p) 
Euclidean metric 
Hausdorff metric 
collection of all nonempty closed and bounded sets of 
(X9 PI 
collection of all nonempty compact sets of (X,p) 
IIFS sequence; IFS list 
attractor of the (1)IFS F 
restriction of the IIFS F to Z, 
the longest common prefix of the two distinct o-words 
u and w 
metric on C: induced by /I 
= {xeCr 1 Pr(x) &Pr(M)} adherence of L 
= x1xzx3 { . ..I(V~E~)(X~EM\{~})} w-power of M 
attractor of the “(1)IFS” L 
language-defined (1)IFS 
valuation induced by the IFS F 
s-dimensional Hausdorff premeasure 
=inf{Ci,Zrk(AJ 1 (Ai 1 ie:C} is an s-cover of E) 
s-dimensional Hausdorff outer measure 
Hausdorff dimension 
similarity sum 
similarity dimension 
s-dimensional valuation 
space of continuous mappings from X to Y equipped 
with the supremum metric p. 
=~,~,card(LnCf)z’~N,(({z}*)) structure function of L 
convergence radius of s1 
= -log rad(L)/log card C, entropy of L 
Note added in proof 
Recently, Staiger was able to show analogues of Theorems 5.6 and 5.8 for codes in 
general (not only for ifl-codes or prefixcodes) and arbitrary contractive valuations. 
This result is announced in [34]. 
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